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Robert Moore obtained a $1 million mortgage to purchase a home in 2005. He
defaulted on his mortgage in 2009, and when his lenders tried to foreclose, he filed
a federal lawsuit arguing that there was a defect in the property's chain of title.
After having all of his claims dismissed, Moore now files a new case against other
parties involved in his mortgage. He does not dispute that he is still in default on
his mortgage; instead, he claims that he can rescind his mortgage because the
defendants violated the Truth in Lending Act ("TILA"). Alternatively, he again
argues that he should be given title to the property because there is a defect in the
chain of title.
Moore's claims have as little merit now as they did before. His TILA claims fail
both because he did not file within the applicable limitation period and because the
provision he sued under does not apply to his mortgage. His claims related to the
chain of title fail because he has not cured his default, he has not plausibly alleged
that he has any interest in the property, and he has not offered any specific facts

suggesting that there is actually a problem with the title. I therefore dismiss
Moore's claims.
I. BACKGROUND
In 2005, Moore purchased his home with a $1 million mortgage from Silver State
Financial Services.[1] Moore then borrowed almost half of a million dollars in a
home equity line of credit, executing a second Deed of Trust with Silver State as
the lender and MERS as the beneficiary.[2] MERS later assigned the Deed of Trust
to the Bank of New York Mellon.[3]
By 2009, Moore had defaulted on his mortgage and a notice of trustee sale was
recorded. Over the following several years, a number of notices of sale were
recorded—but Moore does not allege that the home has ever been foreclosed on.
In 2011, Moore filed a federal lawsuit against MERS (who was then the
beneficiary of Moore's Deed of Trust) and ReconTrust Company (who was then
the trustee on the deed) for various claims related to the securitization of his
mortgage.[4] In 2013, Judge Pro either dismissed or granted summary judgment in
favor of the defendants on all of Moore's claims.[5]
Moore now brings this lawsuit against new banks and services that were involved
with his mortgage. He asserts claims for wrongful disclosure, quiet title, and a
declaration about who owns the property. Moore also filed a Notice of Lis Pendens
Affecting Real Property that apparently was recorded in the Official Records of
Clark County.[6]
II. ANALYSIS
A. Motions to Dismiss
A properly pleaded complaint must provide "a short and plain statement of the
claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief."[7] While Rule 8 does not
require detailed factual allegations, it demands "more than labels and conclusions"
or a "formulaic recitation of the elements of a cause of action."[8] "Factual
allegations must be enough to rise above the speculative level."[9] Thus, to survive
a motion to dismiss, a complaint must contain sufficient factual matter to "state a
claim to relief that is plausible on its face."[10]
B. Moore fails to allege a plausible claim for wrongful foreclosure.

TO ALLEGE A PLAUSIBLE WRONGFUL FORECLOSURE CLAIM,
MOORE MUST OFFER SPECIFIC FACTS SHOWING THAT HE WAS
NOT IN DEFAULT AT THE TIME OF THE FORECLOSURE SALE.[11] But
Moore has failed to allege he was not in default, and more importantly, he has not
even alleged that the sale occurred.
Moore offers a number of reasons for why his wrongful foreclosure claim should
be permitted to survive, but none of them addresses the issue that he cannot sue for
wrongful foreclosure when no one has, in fact, foreclosed on his home.[12] Nor has
Moore offered any allegations or authority to dispute that Nevada law requires that
he plausibly allege that he is not in default on his mortgage, which he did not do. I
therefore dismiss this claim. Because Moore does not dispute that he remains in
default on his mortgage, and thus that he cannot add new facts to cure this defect, I
do not grant him leave to amend this claim.
C. Moore fails to allege a plausible claim for quiet title or declaratory relief.
Aside from Moore's wrongful foreclosure claim, the balance of his complaint
requests a declaration that he owns the property and that title to the property should
be quieted in his name. Moore offers two theories to support these requests: (1) the
defendants violated the Truth in Lending Act ("TILA"), which means Moore can
rescind his mortgage (so that he is now free from his debt on the property), and (2)
there is a defect in the defendants' chain of title so that they are not entitled to
foreclose on the home. Each of these theories fails for multiple reasons.
TILA requires creditors to clearly disclose key terms and costs in credit
transactions.[13] If a creditor fails to make these disclosures, in some circumstances
the borrower can rescind his mortgage. One of these required disclosures is a
"Right to Cancel," which Moore alleges the defendants did not give him.
There are at least three independent defects in Moore's TILA theory. First, he
waived this argument by failing to oppose the defendants' arguments on this point
in their motion to dismiss. By failing to oppose, under our local rules Moore
conceded to dismissal of this claim.[14] Second, Moore is foreclosed from
rescinding his mortgage because TILA expressly states that the right of rescission
"does not apply to a residential mortgage transaction" like his.[15] Finally, Moore
failed to comply with TILA's statute of limitations: the right to rescind a mortgage
lasts for three years from the loan's consummation—and Moore admits in his
complaint that he did not attempt to exercise this right until over four years after
taking out his loan.[16]

Moore's attack on the defendants' chain of title fails because he has not plausibly
alleged any defects. Moore essentially contends that the defendants cannot
foreclose on the property because the loan was securitized and no party is properly
authorized to act on behalf of the note holder or beneficiary. But examining all of
the documents referenced in the complaint or recorded with the county (so that I
may take judicial notice of them), I can find no deficiency in the assignments of
the Deed of Trust, substitutions, or notices. Each party was authorized to act as
they did. To the extent that Moore is challenging the involvement of MERS acting
as a nominee of the lender, the Ninth Circuit has rejected this claim.[17]
Even if Moore had plausibly alleged that there was a defect in the title, he has no
standing to quiet title in his name (or for a declaration about his rights to the
property). "In a quiet title action, the burden of proof rests with the plaintiff to
prove good title in himself."[18] The challenging plaintiff must overcome a strong
"presumption in favor of the record titleholder."[19] Nevada law requires that a
plaintiff have an interest in the property before seeking to quiet its title. [20] And
more importantly, "courts within this district have repeatedly held that a plaintiff
who has not discharged the debt owed on the mortgage cannot quiet title." [21]
None of Moore's allegations plausibly alleges that he has any interest in the
property. Nor has he sufficiently alleged that he has discharged his debt owed on
the mortgage. His quiet title and declaratory claims therefore fail. Because Moore
does not dispute that he remains in default and thus cannot challenge the
foreclosure, and because there are no other allegations that could cure the defects
in his complaint, I do not grant him leave to amend these claims either.
D. Moore's Lis Pendens notice must be expunged.
Moore recorded a notice of lis pendens on the property. Under Nevada law, a lis
pendens (or notice of legal action affecting real property) must be expunged if the
party that recorded it fails to establish:
(a) The action is for the foreclosure of a mortgage upon the real property described
in the notice or affects the title or possession of the real property described in the
notice;
(b) The action was not brought in bad faith or for an improper motive;
(c) He will be able to perform any conditions precedent to the relief sought in the
action insofar as it affects the title or possession of the real property; and
(d) He would be injured by any transfer of an interest in the property before the
action is concluded.[22]

As explained above, Moore cannot establish several of these factors. Even taking
Moore's allegations as true, his claims to the property have no merit. He thus
cannot show that he has any interest in the property or that his interest will be
injured.[23] I thus grant the defendants' motion to expunge the lis pendens.
III. CONCLUSION
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the defendants' motion to dismiss (ECF No.
6) is GRANTED.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that defendants' motion to expunge lis pendens (ECF
No. 8) is GRANTED. Moore is ordered to record a copy of this order with the
Clark County Recorder within 21 days of entry of this order. This order has the
same effect as an expungement of the original notice.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Moore's emergency motion for leave to file a
supplement brief (ECF No. 32) is DENIED.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that defendants' motion to strike (ECF No. 29) is
DENIED as moot.
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